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Abstract
In this study, the interaction of a shock with various gas and particle interfaces is
analyzed through simulations using a new, GPU capable, multi-species flow solver,
FIESTA (Fast, Interface Evolution, Shocks, and Transport in the Atmosphere), developed for this research. The cases studied include the interaction between a shock
and i) a two-dimensional (2D), circular cloud of a dense gas; ii) a 2D curtain of a
dense gas; iii) a three-dimensional (3D) cylinder of a dense gas, and iv) a 3D curtain
of solid particles.
In simulations of a 2D gas curtain and a 3D gas column, the curtain and column
were inclined with respect to the shock. In such flow geometries a shock-driven
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (SDKHI) develops on the curtain/column surface as
observed in experiments. Additionally a perturbation develops near the foot and head
of the curtain/column. In this study, these phenomena, observed in experiments, are
confirmed numerically for the first time.
Using simulation data, the eﬀects of varying Mach number, initial angle and
curtain/column width are explored in detail for 2D flows with inclined curtains and

v

3D flows with inclined columns. This work also examines the eﬀect of SDKHI on
various mixing characteristics for 3D flows with an inclined column. FIESTA is
then extended to include Lagrangian particle transport capabilities and the particle
mechanism is validated against experimental data.
Performance characteristics of FIESTA are also compared on several computational platforms utilizing CPU and GPU architectures. Exceptional performance is
demonstrated on GPU clusters with speedups over 77⇥.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) (Richtmyer, 1960; Meshkov, 1972) is generated when a shock passes through a perturbed interface separating two gases with
diﬀerent densities. The instability is formed by misalignment of the pressure-gradient
across the shock and the density-gradient across the interface. This misalignment
results in the formation of baroclinic vorticity, which then leads to the growth of
perturbations at the interface. As these perturbations grow, secondary, shear driven
instabilities develop which cause smaller scale mixing (Vorobieﬀ et al., 2004).
This process of shock-driven mixing by RMI occurs in flows at a range of scales.
At the largest scales, shocks from supernova explosions propagate through gas and
cosmic dust (Mendis and Rosenberg, 1994; Bocchio et al., 2014; Woitke, 2006), leading to formation of structures on the scale of light-years (Chevalier et al., 1992; Kane
et al., 1999). The mixing of interstellar gases caused by these supernovae explosions
are important for the creation of heavy elements. In contrast, inertial confinement
fusion experiments produce flows on the scale of micrometers. In this case, shock-
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driven mixing has the undesirable eﬀect of dissipating laser energy which reduces
fuel compression and lowers fusion yield (Lindl et al., 1992). RMI can also be used
to enhance the mixing of gaseous or liquid fuels in scramjet engines (Yang et al.,
1993) and is essential for the operation of pulse detonation and rotating detonation
engines (Huang et al., 2012). The RMI is also useful for blast mitigation through
the use of sheets of aqueous foam(Ball and East, 1999).
Marble et al. (1989) proposed to use RMI for enhancing the rate of mixing between air and fuel in the combustion chamber of a scramjet engine. Their proposed
mechanism injects gaseous fuel into a co-flowing region of air. This cylindrical jet of
gas travels axially through the combustion chamber and passes through an oblique
shock emanating from the chamber wall. The authors suggest that a cylindrical jet of
gas passing through a standing oblique shock is geometrically equivalent to a moving
shock passing through an inclined cylinder at rest. A cross-section of this geometry is
then equivalent to the interaction of a shock with a circular bubble of gas, as shown
in their two-dimensional (2D) simulations. Marble et al. (1990); Yang et al. (1993,
1994), describe additional 2D simulations and shock tube experiments that were conducted under similar conditions with one and more jets of gas. In particular, it was
found that mixing rates produced by shock-bubble interactions were suﬃcient for
sustaining supersonic combustion within a scramjet engine. Based on these results,
a scramjet injector, known as the contoured wall injector, was developed in Marble
et al. (1990) which utilizes this mixing process. Three-dimensional (3D) simulations
of this device (Waitz et al., 1992) confirmed that vorticity generated by the mechanism described above provides suﬃcient mixing of fuel and air to sustain supersonic
combustion. Recent numerical studies of shock-enhanced mixing involving the interaction of jets with oblique shocks are reported in Yang et al. (2014); Maddalena
et al. (2014); Yu et al. (2020). These studies also focused on the streamwise vorticity
produced by the interaction of a jet of fuel with multiple shocks. See Zhou (2017a,b);
Zhou et al. (2019) for comprehensive reviews of RMI and related instabilities.
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Typical experimental studies of RMI have focused on the interaction of a planar
shock with a single, sinusoidally perturbed interface. Variations from this configuration include finite-width gas layers, tilted interfaces, shock-bubble interactions, and
shock-cylinder interactions (Tomkins et al., 2003; Vorobieﬀ et al., 2003, 2004; Kumar
et al., 2005). In particular, recent shocktube experiments were conducted by Olmstead et al. (2017b) to study the interaction of a planar shock with an inclined circular
cylinder of heavy gas. This study found that the RMI caused a counter-rotating vortex pair in the cross-sectional plane normal to the cylinder axis. However, on the
column surface, it was discovered that the the shock caused a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) to form. This type of KHI, driven directly by the passage of the shock,
has been named the shock-driven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (SDKHI). Olmstead
et al. (2017b) described an apparent correlation between the Mach number and the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability wavelength and proposed a scaling mechanism which
could be used to compare experiments at various initial column angles. An additional study by Olmstead et al. (2017a) used the same experimental data to analyze
structure functions of scalar intensity maps. The power-law scalings exhibited by
these structure functions deviated from those proposed by the Obhukov-Corsin and
Kolmogorov theories (Celani et al., 2005; Sreenivasan, 1996; Villermaux et al., 2001).
However, in-depth characterization of the eﬀects of SDKHI on the transition to turbulence and mixing was not performed in the previous studies due to limitations of
existing experimental techniques caused by the large range of scales involved and the
impulsive nature of RMI and SDKHI.
Popular experimental techniques used to study flows exhibiting RMI and SDKHI include planar laser induced florescence (PLIF) and particle image velocimetry
(PIV). These techniques present challenges to detailed studies of transition and mixing because they are limited to collecting data from a single plane at a given time.
Certain important quantities, for example, pressure fields, also cannot be measured.
PLIF requires diluting the test gas with a suitable tracer and cannot accurately
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measure planar velocity fields (Palmer and Hanson, 1994). PIV can provide velocity measurements but can suﬀer from particle lag and seeding eﬀects (Martins et al.,
2021) and may not capture fine scale fluctuating velocities. The experimental studies
of (Olmstead et al., 2017a) in particular could not use PIV at higher Mach numbers
due to both particle lag and seeding eﬀects.
Numerical simulations are often used to complement experimental studies by
providing additional data inaccessible to experiments. Direct numerical simulations
(DNS) can produce detailed flow quantities at all scales of interest, but such simulations are still unfeasible for these types of flows due to their high computational
costs. A more reasonable, commonly used alternative are large eddy simulations
(LES).
Applicability of LES to the flows with RMI was tested in Thornber et al. (2018),
including comparison of the results obtained with diﬀerent codes. The study found
excellent agreement amongst all the codes at high grid resolutions for various considered flow characteristics. Tritschler et al. (2014) determined that gas composition
in the mixing layer was accurately predicted with diﬀerent LES approaches when
compared to experiments. Some of the highest resolution LES of RMI to date have
been conducted by Wong et al. (2019). In particular, they found that at late times,
after re-shock, the flow resembled that of the Batchelor-type decaying turbulence.
The early development of RMI was also considered in high-resolution simulations by
Groom and Thornber (2019).
However, only a few simulations of RMI arising from in the interaction of a shock
with a gas column have been conducted previously (Palekar et al., 2007; Yang et al.,
1993). These studies have mostly analyzed large scale flow features such as the
interface width and the growth rate for 2D circular gas clouds. In the following
work, a new code, FIESTA (Fast, Interface Evolution, Shocks, and Transition in
the Atmosphere) is developed to enable very-high resolution LES of the interaction
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between a shock and an inclined column of dense gas as a means to provide further
insight into the SDKHI phenomena.
Before moving on to fully 3D simulations, however, 2D simulations are completed in order to obtain a better understanding of how vorticity deposition in two
orthogonal planes aﬀects feature formation. The first plane of interest is referred
to as the “centerline” plane in experiments Olmstead et al. (2017b): it is parallel
to the direction of shock propagation, normal to the plane containing the axis of
symmetry of the inclined gas column, and equidistant from the shock tube top and
bottom walls as depicted in Fig. 1.1. In this plane, vorticity is initially dominated
by a counter-rotating vortex pair, similar to one forming in quasi-2D experiments
with gas columns at zero inclination angle. These quasi-2D experimental results,
including planar velocity and gas species concentration maps (Vorobieﬀ et al., 2003,
2004; Anderson et al., 2015) have already been used for code validation (Palekar
et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2015) and provide a good understanding of the general
trends of the flow evolution. Centerline plane observations for the tilted column at
moderate (30 and below) tilt angles are at least qualitatively similar to those for
the quasi-2D column (Olmstead et al., 2017b,a): the counter-rotating vortex pair
formation due to the primary Richtmyer-Meshkov instability is similar, while there
are some diﬀerences in the development of secondary instabilities.
Much less is known about what transpires in the plane containing the axis of the
inclined cylinder (referred to as the “vertical” plane in experimental studies (Olmstead
et al., 2017b,a), Fig. 1.1). Experiments with gas curtains were conducted earlier,
but in a quasi-2D setting without the tilt (Vorobieﬀ et al., 1998; Rightley et al.,
1999). Experiments and simulations have also been conducted for quasi-2D tilted,
single interfaces (Rasmus et al., 2019; Zhai et al., 2016; McFarland et al., 2011; Hahn
et al., 2011), but not for finite-width tilted curtains. The presence of the tilt in the
curtain simulation leads to shock-driven deposition of oppositely signed vorticity on
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Figure 1.1: Orientation of the centerline and vertical planes in relation to the shock
and inclined gas column before interaction.

the upstream and downstream edges of the curtain of dense gas, consistent with the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability observed in experiments with tilted cylinders.

1.2

Objectives

The current work intends to conduct very-high resolution simulations of shock driven
flows. In order to conduct these simulations, a new computational fluid dynamics
code (FIESTA) is developed which is capable of running larger, more eﬃcient multiphase, compressible large-eddy simulations than are possible with commonly available tools. FIESTA is then validated in 2D and 3D against experimental data from
Olmstead et al. (2017a).
Using high-resolution simulation data from FIESTA, the first objective of this
work is to numerically confirm SDKHI and to explore the eﬀects of Mach number,
initial column angle and column width of the flow morphology for the inviscid 2D
case. The second objective is to explore the eﬀects of dimensionality on SDKHI by
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comparing the development of the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves and the interface width
between the inviscid 2D and 3D cases. For the third objective, 3D simulations
are performed at a higher grid resolution and include viscosity modeling in order
to investigate the eﬀects of initial angle on mixing eﬃciency and other turbulent
statistics in such a flow.
In many problems of fundamental or practical interest, transition to turbulence
may also be eﬀected by non-gaseous inclusions such as solid particles. Therefore, as
the fourth objective in the current study, FIESTA is extended to include Lagrangian
particle transport capabilities. The FIESTA Particle Extension (FIESTApx) is validated against published experimental data from Theofanous et al. (2016).
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FIESTA
2.1

Code Description

FIESTA (Fast Interface Evolution, Shocks and Transition in the Atmosphere) is an
open-source, computational fluid dynamics code developed at the University of New
Mexico. FIESTA is a scalable, exascale-ready, portable code which targets all the
current major CPU and GPU platforms. FIESTA is designed to study multi-species
and multi-phase compressible fluid flows containing shocks and exhibiting exhibiting
turbulent transition and mixing. FIESTA is capable of carrying out simulations at
scales ranging from those characteristic for a laboratory shock tube to large atmospheric scales.
The code is written in the C++ language and takes advantage of object-oriented
techniques to improve the code modularity and maintainability. FIESTA is written
using the Kokkos C++ Perfoamcne Portability Ecosystem (Edwards et al., 2014) in
order to target both traditional CPU architectures as well as General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUS) while avoiding the code complexity and duplication
required when supporting application programming interfaces for multiple compute
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environments for diﬀerent architectures. Output files are formatted using the HDF5
file format (Koranne, 2011). Input files are written in the Lua language (Ierusalimschy, 2016) allowing for easy parameterization of a problem. Multi-GPGPU support
is provided by the Message Passing Interface (MPI).
The code has a modular design allowing for diﬀerent physics and models to be
included in a computation. There are currently modules for solving two and three dimensional multi-species Euler equations on generalized curvilinear or uniform rectangular structured grids. The Euler equations are solved using the simplified 5th-order
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) finite diﬀerence scheme (Ramani et al.,
2019a,b; Jiang and Shu, 1996). The time scheme used is a low storage, second-order
explicit Runge-Kutta integrator (Williamson, 1980). The pressure gradient term
is approximated using the fourth-order central diﬀerence scheme (Ramani et al.,
2019a,b).
The FIESTA Kernel Library also provides the Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for
Convective Kinematics (QUICK) scheme and a second order centered finite diﬀerence
scheme. For time integration, FIESTA oﬀers a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme in
addition to the second order scheme described previously. In 2D, FIESTA implements
the C-Model for artificial viscosity and wavelet based noise indicator developed by
Ramani et al. (2019c,a).

2.2

FIESTA Capabilities

FIESTA supports several 2D and 3D grid types for both fluid flows and fluid flows
with particles. The following examples showcase these features and demonstrate
some of the problems FIESTA can be used to solve.
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2.2.1

2D Genaralized Coordinates.

In 2D, FIESTA supports uniform rectangular grids (see Chapter 4) as well as generalized curvilinear coordinates. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a 2D idealized expansion
simulation performed using the generalized grid capabilities in FIESTA. The figure
depicts a hot (3000K), dense (1000 kg/m3 ) region of air expanding and reflecting oﬀ
of a sinusoidal surface. The expansion occurs in ambient air at 300K and 1 kg/m3
in a domain that is approximately 1 m2 , discritized with a 1000 ⇥ 1000 curvilinear
grid. The top and sides employ free-flow boundary conditions while the bottom,
perturbed surface is modelled by reflective, slip wall conditions. In this problem the
wavelet-based noise indicator and the C-Model at the wall (Ramani et al., 2019a,b)
are also implemented in FIESTA.

Figure 2.1: 2D idealized expansion over a corrugated surface.
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2.2.2

3D Terrain Following Coordinates

For 3D flows, FIESTA supports uniform rectangular grids (see Chapter 5) as well
as generalized curvilinear grids and terrain following coordinates. The use of terrain
following coordinates reduces the memory requirements when modelling surfaces with
elevation changes, such as terrain. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a 3D idealized
expansion problem performed on a 512 ⇥ 512 ⇥ 512 grid using terrain following

coordinates. The problem shows a hot (3000K), dense (1000 kg/m3 ) region of air
expanding in ambient air at 300K and 1 kg/m3 over artificially generated terrain.

Figure 2.2: 3D idealized expansion over terrain.

2.2.3

2D Buoyant Plume

Figure 2.6 shows snapshots of a buoyant plume in a crosswind. This simulation was
performed on a uniform rectangular 400⇥500 grid. A constant temperature source
is prescribed in a region near the lower boundary. The left side boundary defines
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a constant velocity inflow condition, while the upper and right sides are freeflow
boundaries and the bottom is a reflective wall. This problem demonstrates the
flexibility of the boundary condition system employed in FIESTA which is capable
of defining inflow conditions and arbitrary sources in the Lua input files.

Figure 2.3: 2D rising plume.

2.2.4

2D Particle Extension

2D and 3D Lagrangian particle transport capabilities have been added with the
FIESTA Particle Extension (FIESTApx). Figure 2.4 shows a 2D idealized expansion
taking place within a 1 m2 quadrant containing 200,000 1 mm diameter particles.
FIESTApx can use both one-way coupling in which the particles have no influence
on the fluid, or two-way coupling which utilizes a momentum exchange model (see
Chapter 6 for details).
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Figure 2.4: Idealized expansion in a particle laden gas.

2.3

FIESTA Verification

To verify FIESTA, simulations of a one-dimensional (1D) Sod problem (Sod, 1978)
which has an analytical solution were conducted. The Sod problem is a 1D Riemann
problem that describes the evolution of density and pressure interfaces on the domain
0  x  1. The pressure and density interfaces cause a shock wave to form, which
travels to the right, and a rarefaction wave, which travels to the left.

In the problem, the interface is initially located at x = 0.5 and separates two
regions. The initial conditions in the first region 0  x  0.5 are: p1 = 1.0, ⇢1 =

1.0, u1 = 0.0. In the second region 0.5 < x  1.0, the following initial conditions
are used: p2 = 0.1, ⇢2 = 0.125, u2 = 0.0.

This problem was simulated in FIESTA using the 3D Euler equations for an ideal
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gas (see section 5.1) on a 500 ⇥ 10 ⇥ 10 domain using periodic conditions in the yand z-directions.

Figure 2.5 compares the simulation results to the analytical solution presented in
LeVeque et al. (2002) at time t = 0.2. The solutions are in excellent agreement with
each other.
The simulation was repeated with the domain oriented in the y-direction with
periodic conditions in the x- and z-direction on a 10 ⇥ 500 ⇥ 10 grid and also with the
domain oriented in the z-direction with periodic conditions in the x- and y- directions
on a 10 ⇥ 10 ⇥ 500 grid. Results from these simulations are identical to the results
obtained with the domain oriented in the x-direction.

Figure 2.5: Comparison of simulation data with the analytical solution of a 1D Sod
problem.
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2.4

FIESTA Performance

Figure 2.6 compares performance of FIESTA on several platforms. For this test, a
3D idealized expansion problem on a 512⇥512⇥512 uniform rectangular grid was
solved. In the first case, the problem was run on one core of an Intel E5-2695v4
CPU. It took 35 minutes to run the problem for 1000 timesteps. Running the same
problem on an NVIDIA K40M GPU took just under 6 minutes for a speedup of
about 6⇥. More dramatic speedups were seen with the NVIDIA P100 GPU. The
current fastest GPU, the NVIDIA A100, executed the problem in 27 seconds for a
speedup of 77 times.

Figure 2.6: Speedups for a 5123 ideal expansion problem on various devices.
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Data from the shock-tube experiments of Olmstead et al. (2017b,a) are used as a
reference for our simulations. The experiments were conducted at the University
of New Mexico tiltable shock tube. Prior to release of the shock, the optically
transparent test section of the shock tube is maintained at atmospheric pressure.
A cylindrical jet of heavy gas (a mixture of sulfur hexafluoride SF6 and acetone
with traces of air) is injected downward through the top wall of the test section and
exits through a hole in the bottom wall. This jet is surrounded with a co-flowing
cylindrical jet of air, so that the flow is laminar and any mixing between the air
(density ⇢a ) and the heavy gas (density ⇢s ) is diﬀusive. The entire shock tube can be
tilted to an angle ↵1 with respect to the horizontal plane. With a column injection
system chosen for a specific ↵1 , the jet with nominal diameter DIC flows as shown
in Fig. 3.1.
Once these initial conditions are established, the shock tube produces a planar
shock wave at a prescribed Mach number M1 . The shock front propagates from the
driver section (not shown in Fig. 3.1) toward the test section. Behind the shock front
the air is compressed and moving with piston velocity
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Figure 3.1: The experimental setup for studies of shock interaction with an inclined
cylindrical density interface as in Olmstead et al. (2017a,b).

During the experiments, pressure traces are collected at multiple downstream
locations to monitor the shock propagation and to trigger the imaging system, which
can capture images in two planes. The first visualization plane (vertical plane) is
parallel to the shock direction and equidistant from the vertical walls of the test
section. The second plane (centerline plane) is parallel to the top and bottom walls
and tilted at the same angle ↵1 as the shock tube. Each plane can be illuminated
with precisely timed, short (⇠ 5 ns) pulses of a frequency-quadrupled (wavelength
266 nm) Nd:YAG laser. The laser beam passes through a combination of a cylindrical
and a spherical lens, forming a laser sheet that selectively illuminates a narrow
(submillimeter) planar cross-section of the flow. The acetone in the injected heavy
gas mixture fluoresces in the visible range at 480 nm when lit with the 266-nm laser
pulse.
The governing parameters of the flow are

A=

⇢2 ⇢1
.
⇢2 + ⇢1

1,

↵1 , M1 , and the Atwood number,
(3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Representative experimental image sequence showing shock acceleration
of a gas cylinder at a tilt angle ↵1 = 20 , M = 2, A = 0.6 (Olmstead et al., 2017a).
⌧ is dimensionless time (refer to text). The top image for each ⌧ shows the centerline
plane, the bottom image – the vertical plane. Figure reproduced from Olmstead
et al. (2017a) with the permission from the authors.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of an image sequence in two planes (Olmstead et al.,
2017b,a). Dimensionless time ⌧ is defined there in accordance with Richtmyer’s linear
theory as
(3.2)

⌧ = kA V t,

where t is dimensional time and k = 2⇡/DIC is the dominant wavenumber of the
initial density perturbation. In terms of ⌧ , the initial RMI growth rates should
remain the same for the same initial condition geometry, not changing with A or M
(although this assertion is only valid for very early – linear – perturbation growth).
The volume in the flow where the perturbed heavy gas mixes with the surrounding
lighter gas is commonly referred to as the mixing zone, and its streamwise and
spanwise extent can serve as quantitative code-validation benchmarks.
In the centerline plane, the dominant flow feature is a pair of counter-rotating
vortices that roll up due to RMI. In the vertical plane, however, small-scale vortices
form on the leading and trailing edges of the heavy-gas cylinder (Olmstead et al.,
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2017b). These two types of vortices can be seen in the sequences depicted in Figs. 3.2
and 3.3. Based on the observed morphology, it was suggested that the vortex formation mechanism responsible for these features in the vertical plane (Fig. 3.4) is KHI
due to shock-driven vorticity deposition on the inclined density interfaces (Wayne
et al., 2015; Olmstead et al., 2017b; Romero et al., 2021b). As the flow evolves,
secondary instabilities begin to emerge in both planes, leading to enhanced mixing
in increasingly disordered flow. At later times, the flow statistics are consistent with
those of turbulent flows (Olmstead et al., 2017a).
The experimental results described above can be used to develop a well-characterized set of quantitative benchmarks for validation of numerical codes modeling
shock-driven mixing and /or multphase flow. We begin with a validation exercise for
the case of a single-phase density interface, as described in the next chapter.

Figure 3.3: Mach 2.0, ↵1 = 30 . Figure reproduced from Olmstead et al. (2017b)
with the permission from the authors.
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Figure 3.4: Shock-driven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Figure reproduced from Olmstead et al. (2017b) with the permission from the authors.
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2D SDKHI Cases
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, 2D simulations are conducted to examine the vorticity deposition
and feature formation in the two characteristic planes (Fig. 1.1) of an oblique shockcylinder interaction. These planes correspond to those for which PLIF data were
collected in Olmstead et al. (2017b). The objectives are to confirm numerically the
SDKHI phenomenon and to provide data for velocity and vorticity fields to advance
our understanding of this phenomenon.
The first of these simulations are used to examine the case of a shock interacting
with a 2D, circular cloud of dense gas. This configuration isolates the flow features
that develop in the centerline plane (Fig. 1.1) in order to verify that simulations can
reproduce the counter-rotating vortex pair.
Simulations are then conducted for a 2D, finite width, inclined curtain, corresponding to the vertical plane in experiments (Fig. 1.1) in order to isolate the
KHI development seen in experiments. The initial curtain angles vary as ↵1 =
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0 , 10 , 20 , 30 , 40 for a fixed Mach number (M1 = 2.0) at the curtain width (
10.4 mm). Then, for the case of ↵1 = 30 ,

1

1

=

= 10.4 mm curtain, Mach numbers

M1 = 1.13, 1.4, 1.7, 2.0 are considered. Finally, for M1 = 2.0, ↵1 = 30 the curtain
initial curtain width is varied as

1

= 5.2 mm, 10.4 mm, 15.6 mm, 20.8 mm.

Results include comparison of the flow evolution in the two planes to the experiments of Olmstead et al. (2017b). The eﬀects of the parameters discussed above
on the KHI wavelength and curtain growth are analyzed. Grid sensitivity of the
KHI wavelength is also evaluated and an additional flow feature developing near the
curtain foot is discussed.

4.2

2D Governing Equations

For 2D simulations, two-species Euler equations were solved in their conservation
form. These equations consist of the continuity equations for each gas species, the
equations for each momentum component, and the conservation equation for the
specific total energy. The set of equations is provided in the vector form below:

2

⇢

3

2

⇢u

3

2

⇢v

3

6 7
6
7
6
7
6 ⇢u 7
6 ⇢u2 + p 7
6 ⇢uv 7
6 7
6
7
6
7
7
6
7
6
7
@ 6
@
@
6 ⇢v 7 +
6 ⇢vu 7 +
6 ⇢v 2 + p 7 = 0.
7
6
7 @y 6
7
@t 6
6 7 @x 6
7
6
7
6 ⇢et 7
6(⇢et + p)u7
6(⇢et + p)v 7
4 5
4
5
4
5
⇢Ys
⇢uYs
⇢vYs

(4.1)

Here, ⇢ is the density of the mixture, Ys is the mass fraction of sulphur-hexafluoride (SF6 ), u, v are velocity components in the x and y directions, respectively,
where x and y are stream-wise and span-wise directions, p is static pressure and et
is specific total energy.
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The pressure of the gas mixture is computed with Dalton’s mixing law (Dalton,
1802) and assumes ideal gas behavior:

p = ⇢ (Ys Rs T + (1

(4.2)

Ys )Ra T )

Note that the applicability of ideal gas approximation for the conditions here
has been explicitly assessed in White et al. (2020), revealing that the shock should
not be strong enough to produce notable non-ideal eﬀects in the mixture, with the
compressibility factor z being close to unity (z = 1.02 in the worst case). While it
was recently suggested that Dalton’s law itself may produce misleading results for
shock-compressed gas mixtures (Wayne et al., 2019), this reported observation only
applies to an extreme case of disparities between gas properties in the mixture (sulfur
hexafluoride – helium), which is not considered in the present work.
The mixture temperature is obtained from the internal energy as follows:

T =

et
,
Cvmix

(4.3)

where the mixture specific heat Cvmix is computed from the species specific heats and
mass fractions as follows:

Cvmix = Ys Cv,s + (1

(4.4)

Ys )Cv,a .

Expressions for the specific heats of individual species are

Cv,a =

Ra
a

1

,

Cv,s =

Rs
s

1

(4.5)

.
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The gas constants for each individual species are

Ra =

R
,
Ma

Rs =

R
,
Ms

(4.6)

where R is the universal gas constant, Ma is the molecular weight of air and Ms is
the molecular weight of SF6 .
The code solves fully dimensional equations. The specific values of parameters
kg
kg
J
utilized in the code are, R = 8.314462 kg·mol
, Ma = 0.028966 mol
, Ms = 0.14606 mol
,
a

= 1.402, and

s

= 1.092.

Solution of Eq. 4.1 requires defining pre-shock and post-shock initial states.
Initial density distributions for the gas cloud and curtain are described below. The
pre-shock state is defined as atmospheric pressure and room temperature similar to
the conditions observed in the experiments of Olmstead et al. (2017b). The postshock conditions are determined from the inviscid normal shock relations:
v
u 2
u M1 +
M2 = t 2
M12
1
1+
T2
=
T1
1+

2
1

1

(4.7)

= 0.577,

1

M12
= 1.614,
1
M22
2

(4.8)

2

⇢2
( + 1)M12
=
= 2.667.
⇢1
(
1)M12 + 2

(4.9)

In Eqs. 4.7-4.9, ambient, or unshocked conditions are indicated with subscript
1. Conditions behind the shock wave, also known as the post-shock conditions are
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indicated with subscript 2. The Mach number specified in each simulation is the
pre-shocked, or ambient Mach number, M1 .
From these relations, the post-shock conditions ⇢2 and T2 can be determined.
The post-shock velocity is determined by the Mach number and the speed of sound:

(4.10)

u2 = M2 a2 = 433.9m/s,

a2 =

p

(4.11)

RT2 = 752.0.

Finally, the post-shock total specific energy is related to internal energy and kinetic
energy by temperature and velocity as:

et2 = ei2 + eKE2 ,

(4.12)

ei2 = ⇢2 Cv T2 ,

(4.13)

1
eKE2 = ⇢2 u22 .
2

(4.14)

The distribution of SF6 gas concentration, ws = ⇢s /⇢, across both the gas cloud
and the gas curtain is described by a Gaussian-based distribution with a maximum
concentration of 1.0 at x = x0 : ws = exp[ (x

x0 )2 /2 2 ], where x0 is the location

of the center of the curtain (or the cloud). The value of

= 1.71mm = /6.8 is

chosen so that the gas concentration would be similar to that used in experiments.
Figure 4.1 compares the gas distribution used in the simulations to that used in the
experiments.
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Figure 4.1: Plot comparing the experimental SF6 concentration across the gas cloud
and curtain with the distribution used in simulations.

4.3

2D Circular Gas Cloud

4.3.1

Simulation Setup

Fig. 4.2 represents the domain used for the 2D, circular gas cloud simulations. In
this domain, Lx = 20 is the length of the domain, and Ly = 3
simulations,

1

1

is the width. In

= 10.4mm is the circular diameter of the gas cloud measured at the

location where the concentration has a value of 1%. All four sides of the domain are
inflow/outflow (BCIO ) boundaries as described below.
The inflow/outflow boundary conditions are defined as:
@x ⇢(x, t) = 0,
where @x =

@
@x

@x ⇢u(x, t) = 0,

and @y =

@
@y

@x ⇢v(x, t) = 0,

@x ⇢et (x, t) = 0,

are the derivatives in the x and y directions, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Dimensions and boundary conditions for the circular gas cloud simulations.

Figure 4.3: Computational grid (every eighth gridline shown) at ⌧ = 0 for the shock
as is passes through a circular gas cloud
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Simulations use a Cartesian grid with dx = dy = 2.5 ⇥ 10 5 m ⇡ /400. This

resolution exceeds that used in the shock-bubble simulations of Palekar et al. (2007)

by a factor of 4. This resolution also allows the shock to be resolved with at least 4
grid cells. A timestep, dt = 5 ⇥ 10

9

is chosen resulting in a CFL number, based on

the maximum wave speed of CF L = 0.1.
The gas cloud simulation used a 8, 000⇥1, 200 grid and was computed for 100, 000
timesteps for a total simulation time of 0.5ms. This simulation duration was long
enough for both rollup, and the secondary instabilities described in Vorobieﬀ et al.
(2004) to develop. Figure 4.3 shows the grid spacing near the gas cloud during shock
passage.
The initial conditions for the simulation in the case of the circular gas cloud
configuration is shown in Fig. 4.4, colored according to density level. The postshock area on the left is seen in crimson, and the ambient, pre-shock conditions are
seen in white. The circular cloud of dense gas is located in the pre-shock region.
Pressure is uniformly distributed within each of the two regions.

Figure 4.4: Initial conditions used in the simulation of a shock passing through a
circular gas cloud.

4.3.2

Results

As the simulation progresses, the shock travels to the right through the gas cloud.
Figure 4.5 shows the gas cloud shape at two diﬀerent times from the simulations
and the experiments. The dimensionless time is defined as ⌧ = kAu2 (t
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k = 2⇡/

1

is the wave-number based on the initial cylinder diameter,

1,

A = (⇢sf 6

⇢air )/(⇢sf 6 + ⇢air ) is the Atwood number, u2 is the post-shock velocity, and t0 is
the time at which the shock passes through the center of the gas cloud. Similar
development of the gas cloud was observed in experiments (Fig. 4.5b,d) including the
development of the “mushroom-cap" shape shown in Fig. 4.5c. The shape develops at
nearly the same time in the simulation (⌧ = 23.1) and in the experiment (⌧ = 23.2).
The width of the gas cloud over time is compared to experiment in Fig. 4.6.
The cloud width is measured from the upstream edge where the cloud reaches a
concentration of 0.1%, to the downstream edge at the same concentration. The width
is then normalized by w0 M10.5 as in Olmstead et al. (2017b), where (w0 =
and

2

2

cos(↵2 ))

is the cloud width immediately after the shock passage. The normalized cloud

width is represented by

⇤

. The figure shows that the streamwise growth of the gas

cloud in 2D simulations is similar to the growth of the cloud in the cross sectional
plane of the inclined gas column from experiments when scaled in this manner.

4.4

2D Gas Curtain

4.4.1

Simulation Setup

The domain used for the inclined gas curtain simulations is depicted in Fig. 4.7. In
this domain, Lx = 0.6m ⇡ 60 is the length of the domain, and Ly = 0.15 ⇡ 15

is the width. The boundaries at x = 0 and x = Lx are inflow/outflow boundaries
(BCIO ) as defined previously in section 4.3.1. The boundaries at y = 0 and y = Ly
are reflective wall conditions (BCW ) defined as follows:

@y ⇢(x, t) = 0,

@y ⇢u(x, t) = 0,

⇢v(x, t) = 0,
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(a) Simulation: ⌧ = 0

(b) Experiment: ⌧ = 0

(c) Simulation: ⌧ = 23.1

(d) Experiment: ⌧ = 23.2

Figure 4.5: Interaction of a shock with a gas cloud at diﬀerent times.

The simulations use a 24, 000 ⇥ 6, 000 rectangular grid with the same spacing

(dx = dy = 2.5 ⇥ 10 5 m ⇡ /400) and time step (dt = 5 ⇥ 10 9 ) as the 2D cloud

simulations and were computed for 200, 000 timesteps. The simulation duration of
1ms was long enough for the shock-driven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (as seen in
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Figure 4.6: Normalized cloud width over time compared to experiment.

Figure 4.7: Dimensions and boundary conditions for gas curtain simulations.

Olmstead et al. (2017b)) to occur, and for the associated waves to roll-up. Figure
4.8 shows the grid spacing near the gas curtain during the shock passage.
The initial conditions for the simulations in the case of the inclined gas curtain
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Figure 4.8: Computational grid (every eighth gridline shown) at ⌧ = 0 for the shock
as is passes through an inclined gas curtain.

is shown in Fig. 4.9, colored according to density level. The post-shock area on
the left is seen in crimson, and the ambient, pre-shock conditions are seen in white.
The curtain of dense gas is located in the pre-shock region. Pressure is uniformly
distributed within each of the two regions.

4.4.2

Results

Comparison with the Experiments
Figure 4.10 depicts the interaction of the shock with the gas curtain at various times.
The pre-shock curtain is seen in Fig. 4.10a. The time when the shock interaction
is halfway down the length of the initial curtain is defined as t0 which corresponds
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Figure 4.9: Initial conditions used in the simulation of a shock passing through an
inclined gas curtain.

to ⌧ = 0. At this time (Fig. 4.10b) the shock has begun to change the initial
inclination of the curtain. The shock has traveled through the entire curtain by
⌧ = 10.66 (Fig. 4.10c). The post-shock angle of the curtain is ↵2 = 13.38 . This flow
pattern compares well with the pattern seen in the experiments (Fig. 3.3). However,
in the experiments at the same Mach number and initial angle, the post-shock angle
of the curtain was ↵2 = 16.91 . This discrepancy is mainly due to 3D eﬀects as
was found in the 3D simulations and discussed later in chapter 5. Other diﬀerences
between the simulations and the experiments such as, for example, the approximate
representation of the gas concentration, may also contribute.
After the shock has traveled through the entire curtain, an instability can be seen
developing near the bottom of the curtain at ⌧ = 25.88 (Fig. 4.10d). This instability
occurs as the curtain is lifted oﬀ of the lower wall. The instability continues to
propagate upward through the curtain while the foot of the curtain rapidly dissipates.
A similar anomaly can be seen at the bottom of the curtain in the experimental
study (Fig. 3.3), however, this phenomenon has yet to be investigated in detail
experimentally.
At later time ⌧ = 65.46 a second instability appears in the middle section of the
curtain as a group of small-amplitude waves (Fig. 4.10e). In numerical simulations
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the onset of this instability occurs later than in experiments, where an instability
was observed as early as ⌧ = 15 (Fig. 3.3). This is also due to 3D eﬀects not present
in the current simulations as discussed in chapter 5.
By ⌧ = 88.30, both instabilities merge. The combined instability varies in amplitude along the curtain as the wave peaks begin to turn over and roll-up (Fig. 4.10f)
similar to what was observed in the experiments (see Fig. 3.4).

Additional Flow Features
Simulations revealed other flow features not observed in the experiments. First,
gas from the curtain can be seen spreading horizontally along the upper boundary
starting at ⌧ =

7.61, immediately after the shock passes the upper part of the

curtain. This phenomena was also observed in 3D simulations to a lesser extent.
The vorticity field, which was not observable in experiments, is shown in in Fig.
4.11. The shock deposits positively-signed vorticity on the upstream edge of the
gas curtain and negatively-signed vorticity on the downstream edge at early times
(Figs. 4.11a and 4.11b). At later times , pairs of oppositely-signed vortices, called
dipoles, are seen to form indicating roll-up of the interface (Figs. 4.11c-4.11f). The
vorticity pattern along with the growth and roll-up of the center grouping of waves,
are consistent with the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.

Eﬀects of Initial Angle
The eﬀects of initial curtain angle on the resulting wavelength of the instabilities at
the interface between SF6 and air are discussed in this section. The wavelengths of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurring near the center of the curtain were identified
by drawing an axis down the center of the curtain and measuring the half-wavelengths
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.10: Gas curtain concentration at various ⌧ with density plots at y = 0.25Lx
and y = 0.75Lx

where the perturbed gas curtain intersected the axis (Fig. 4.12a). Wavelengths were
measured at the instant before any additional secondary instabilities appeared on
the curtain surface.
Between three and four wavelengths were visible at each curtain angle. The mean
wavelength,

KH ,

and standard deviation,

KH ,

at each curtain angle are shown

in Table 4.1 along with the post-shock angle. Figure 4.13a demonstrates that the
Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength does not vary significantly as the initial curtain angle
changes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.11: Vorticity field at diﬀerent times with respect to 2D gas curtain evolution.

The wavelength for the instability near the foot of the curtain,

F

was identified

by drawing an axis through the center of the curtain. The size of the first half wave
was measured where the gas curtain intersects this axis as shown in Fig. 4.12b.
Values of this wavelength are reported in Table 4.1. At each angle, only a single
wave near the foot of the curtain was observed due to its rapid dissipation. Similar
to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, the instability at the foot of the curtain has a
weak dependence on the initial curtain angle (Fig. 4.13b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: Diagram showing the location of (a) The Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength
and (b) the curtain foot wavelength.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Instability wavelength with respect to initial curtain angle for (a) the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and (b) the instability at the foot of the curtain

Mach Number Variations
Results of variations in Mach number on the post-shock angle, wavelengths, and
the curtain width are presented in this subsection. The mean wavelength,
standard deviation,

KH ,

KH ,

and

at each Mach number are shown in Table 4.2. Data demon-
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↵1 ( )
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

↵2 ( )
4.20
6.31
8.49
10.59
13.38
15.67
18.63
22.05

(mm)
8.55
8.71
8.92
8.93
9.31
9.30
9.18
8.94

KH

(mm)
0.45
0.61
0.88
0.63
0.80
1.05
0.66
1.01

KH

(mm)
19.06
18.83
16.49
17.89
17.11
18.56
19.07
19.90

F

Table 4.1: Values of post-shock angle, Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength and the wavelength at the curtain foot for diﬀerent initial curtain angles.

strates that the Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength decreases as Mach number increases,
consistent with experimental observations for the tilted gas column (Olmstead et al.,
2017b).
Figure 4.14a shows the relationship between Mach number and the ratio of
Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength to initial curtain thickness along with experimental
data (Olmstead et al., 2017b). The Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength is seen to decrease
with increasing Mach number and matches closely with the experimental data even
at diﬀerent initial angles.
The wavelength for the perturbation near the foot of the curtain,

F

was identified

by drawing an axis through the middle of the curtain. The size of the first half wave
was measured where the gas curtain intersects this axis as shown in Fig. 4.12b.
Values of this wavelength are reported in Table 4.2. At each angle, only a single
wave near the foot of the curtain was observed due to rapid mixing. The wavelength
of the curtain foot perturbation also decreases with the Mach number.

The eﬀect of varying Mach number on the width of the gas curtain over time was
also considered. The curtain width w was measured by fitting a box, inclined to the
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M1
1.13
1.40
1.70
2.00

↵2 ( )
25.76
19.56
14.86
13.38

(mm)
18.61
12.98
10.41
9.31

KH

(mm)
2.37
0.84
0.41
0.80

KH

(mm)
37.59
26.36
21.28
17.11

F

Table 4.2: Values of post-shock angle, Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength and the wavelength at the curtain foot for diﬀerent initial angles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Ratio of the wavelength ( ) to the initial column width ( 1 ) with respect
to Mach number for (a) the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and (b) the perturbation
at the foot of the curtain. Experimental data in (a) is from Olmstead et al. (2017b).

post-shock angle, around the gas curtain at the location where the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability first appears. Figure 4.15 shows this bounding box for a M1 = 2.0,
↵1 = 30 curtain at ⌧ = 76.88.
Figure 4.16 presents the perturbed curtain width evolution over time for diﬀerent Mach numbers. After the shock passes the curtain at ⌧ = 0, the curtain is
compressed, with larger Mach numbers compressing the curtain more than smaller
Mach numbers. After ⌧ = 60, the curtain width begins to grow due to the shockdriven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In dimensionless time ⌧ the perturbations grow
at nearly the same rate, only weakly dependent on the Mach number.
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⌧=

14.5

(a)

⌧ = 16.0

⌧ = 76.9

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.15: Bounding box showing perturbed curtain width at various times for the
curtain simulation at M1 = 2.0, ↵1 = 30 : a) the initial uncompressed curtain, b) the
compressed curtain after the shock passage, c) perturbations on the curtain surface.

Figure 4.16: SDKHI-induced perturbation width over time for various Mach numbers.
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Eﬀects of Initial curtain Width
Eﬀects of initial curtain width on the post-shock angle, instability wavelengths and
post-shock width are discussed in this section. The initial curtain widths were varied
from 5.2 mm to 20.8 mm. Table 4.3 shows that values of the post-shock angle remains
consistent as initial curtain width changes.
The mean Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength,

KH ,

standard deviation,

KH ,

and

curtain foot wavelength for each initial width are shown in Table 4.3 along with the
post-shock angle ↵2 . Both perturbation wavelengths appear to be linearly dependent
on initial curtain width. Results are also presented in Fig. 4.17.

Table 4.3: Values of post-shock angle, Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength and the wavelength at the curtain foot for diﬀerent initial curtain widths.
1

(mm) ↵2 ( )
5.2
13.38
10.4
13.38
15.6
13.38
20.8
13.38

(mm)
4.65
9.31
12.58
15.87

KH

(mm)
0.19
0.80
0.75
2.81

KH

(mm)
7.55
17.11
29.16
35.82

F

Figure 4.18 shows the curtain width over time for diﬀerent Mach numbers. After
the shock passes the midpoint of the heavy-gas curtain at ⌧ = 0, each curtain is
compressed by the same ratio, independent of initial width. The curtains begin to
grow at diﬀerent ⌧ , but appear to have similar rates of growth.

4.5

Conclusions

The 2D curtain simulations were able to reproduce the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
observed in the experimental study (Olmstead et al., 2017b). A perturbation devel-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Instability wavelength with respect to initial curtain width for (a) the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and (b) the instability at the foot of the curtain.

Figure 4.18: Instability width over time for various initial curtain widths.

oping at the foot of the gas curtain after shock passage was also observed which was
previously unreported in experiments.
Results from these simulations allowed for the vorticity field to be inspected.
The deposition of two lines of oppositely-signed vorticity are consistent with a shear-
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driven flow like the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Wave-like features develop which
grow in amplitude at a linear rate and eventually turn over and roll up. This behavior
is also consistent with flows that exhibit the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
The eﬀects of Mach number, initial angle, and curtain width on the interaction
of a shock with an inclined gas curtain were investigated. Changes to the initial
curtain angle were found to have no discernible eﬀect on either the Kelvin-Helmholtz
wavelength, or the curtain foot instability wavelength. Increasing the Mach number
of the shock led to a decrease in the Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength, consistent with
the experimental observations. However, the growth rate of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability was not aﬀected by variations of Mach number within the considered
range of this parameter. The eﬀects of varying curtain width were also studied.
Wavelengths of both Kelvin-Helmholtz and curtain foot instabilities were found to
be proportional to the initial curtain width, while the post-shock angle of the curtain
was constant for diﬀerent initial curtain widths.
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5.1

Introduction

This chapter continues the study of SDHKI by conducting and analyzing 3D geometry simulations of a shock interacting with a tilted circular cylinder of dense gas.
The goals are to confirm that the code faithfully reproduces experimentally observed
flow features in 3D and to gain insight into the flow physics by analyzing numerically
modeled features that cannot be tracked with available experimental diagnostics.
Two sets of simulations are performed. The first set of simulations explores
the eﬀect of varying Mach number (M1 = 1.4, 1.7, 2.0) and initial column angle
(↵1 = 10 , 20 , 30 ) on the overall flow morphology and the KHI wavelength. Crosssectional data from the vertical plane (Fig. 1.1) is compared to the 2D shock-curtain
simulations in order to study the 3D eﬀects present in the shock-column simulation
data. Comparisons are then made to the experimental data of Olmstead et al.
(2017b).
The second set of simulations is performed at a higher grid resolution and include
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viscosity modeling in order to investigate the eﬀects of initial column angle on the
mixing eﬃciency and other turbulent statistics. These simulations are conducted in
a range of initial column angles, ↵1 = 0 , 1 , 5 , 10 , 30 at Mach number equal to
2.0. Energy spectra and anisotropy are also analyzed for each case.

5.2

Inviscid Simulations

5.2.1

Numerical Setup

The 3D inviscid simulations considered here solve the fully 3D, two-species, Euler equations in their conservation form. These equations consist of the continuity
equations for each gas species, equations for each momentum component, and the
conservation equation for specific total energy.

2

⇢

3

2

⇢u

3

2

⇢v

3

2

⇢w

3

6 7
6
7
6
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7
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6
7
6
6
6
7
7
7
@t ⇢w
@x
@y
@z
6 7
6 ⇢wu 7
6 ⇢wv 7
6 ⇢w + p 7
6 7
6
7
6
7
6
7
6 ⇢et 7
6(⇢et + p)u7
6(⇢et + p)v 7
6(⇢et + p)w7
4 5
4
5
4
5
4
5
⇢Ys
⇢uYs
⇢vYs
⇢wYs
Here, ⇢ is the density of the mixture, Ys is the mass fraction of SF6 , u, v, w are
velocity components in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, where x, y and z
are the streamwise, spanwise and vertical directions, p is static pressure, and et is
specific total energy.
The pressure of the gas mixture is computed with Dalton’s mixing law (Dalton,
1802) and assumes ideal gas behavior:
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p = ⇢ (Ys Rs T + (1

(5.2)

Ys )Ra T ) .

The mixture temperature is obtained from the internal energy as follows:

T =

et
,
Cvmix

(5.3)

where the mixture specific heat Cvmix is computed from the species specific heats and
mass fractions as:

Cvmix = Ys Cv,s + (1

(5.4)

Ys )Cv,a .

Expressions for the specific heats of individual species are

Cv,a =

Ra
a

1

,

Cv,s =

Rs
s

1

(5.5)

.

The gas constants for each individual species are

Ra =

R
,
Ma

Rs =

R
,
Ms

(5.6)

where R is the universal gas constant, Ma is the molecular weight of air, and Ms is
the molecular weight of SF6 .
The code solves fully dimensional equations. The specific values of parameters
kg
kg
J
utilized in the code are, R = 8.314462 kg·mol
, Ma = 0.028966 mol
, Ms = 0.14606 mol
,
a

= 1.402, and

s

= 1.092.
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5.2.2

Domain and Discretization

Figure 5.1 depicts the domain used for the inclined gas column simulations. In this
domain, Lx = 0.4m ⇡ 40

1

is the length of the domain, Ly = 0.10m ⇡ 10

the height and Lz = 0.05m ⇡ 5
1

1

1

is

is the width. The heavy-gas column diameter

= 10.4 mm is measured at the location where the mass fraction of SF6 has a value

of 1%. The boundaries at x = 0, x = Lx , z = 0, z = Lz are inflow/outflow boundaries
(BCIO ). The boundaries at y = 0 and y = Ly are reflective wall conditions (BCW ).
The distribution of SF6 gas concentration, ms = ⇢s /⇢, across the diameter of the
gas column is described by a Gaussian-based distribution with the same parameters
as the 2D simulations (see Section 5.2.1).

Figure 5.1: The domain dimension and boundary conditions for the inclined gas
column simulations.

The simulations use a uniform Cartesian grid with dx = dy = dz = 8.0⇥10
1 /130.

5

m⇡

This resolution is similar to that used in the shock-cylinder simulations

of Palekar et al. (2007). Time step dt = 1 ⇥ 10 8 s is chosen resulting in a CFL

number CF L = 0.1, based on the maximum wave speed. The inclined column
simulations used a 5, 000 ⇥ 1, 250 ⇥ 625 grid and were computed for 80, 000 time
steps for a simulation duration of 0.8 ms which was was long enough for the shock-

driven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability to occur (as seen in Olmstead et al. (2017b)),
and for the associated waves to roll-up.
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5.2.3

Initial Conditions

Solution of Eq. 5.1 requires defining pre-shock and post-shock initial states as well as
the initial density distribution in the gas column. In this study, the pre-shock state
was defined as atmospheric pressure and room temperature similar to the conditions
observed in the experiments of Olmstead et al. (2017b). The post-shock conditions
in air were determined from the inviscid normal shock relations:

v
u 2
u M1 + 2 1
M2 = t 2 a 2 a ,
M1 1
a 1
1+
T2
=
T1
1+

⇢2
(
=
⇢1
( a

(5.7)

1

2

M12
,
a 1
M22
2

(5.8)

+ 1)M12
.
1)M12 + 2

(5.9)

a

a

In Eqs. 5.7-5.9, ambient, or unshocked conditions are indicated with subscript 1.
Conditions behind the shock wave, also known as the post-shock conditions are
indicated with subscript 2. The Mach number specified in each simulation is the
pre-shocked, or ambient Mach number, M1 .
From these relations, the post-shock conditions ⇢2 and T2 can be determined.
The post-shock velocity is determined by the Mach number and speed of sound;

(5.10)

u 2 = M 2 a2 ,
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a2 =

p

(5.11)

RT2 .

Finally, the post-shock total specific energy is related to internal energy and
kinetic energy by temperature and velocity as:

et2 = ei2 + eKE2 ,

(5.12)

ei2 = ⇢2 Cv T2 ,

(5.13)

1
eKE2 = ⇢2 u22 .
2

(5.14)

Ambient conditions are Tamb = 300K and pamb = 1 ⇥ 105 Pa.

5.2.4

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions for Eq. 5.1 include reflective conditions on the top and bottom
boundaries of the domain and outflow conditions at the left and right boundaries of
the domain.
Inflow/Outflow boundary conditions are defined as:
@x ⇢(x, t) = 0,
where @x =

@
@x

@x ⇢u(x, t) = 0,

and @y =

@
@y

@x ⇢v(x, t) = 0,

@x ⇢et (x, t) = 0,

are the derivatives in the x and y directions, respectively.

Reflective boundary conditions are defined as follows:
@y ⇢(x, t) = 0,

@y ⇢u(x, t) = 0,

⇢v(x, t) = 0,
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5.2.5

Results

Inclined column: Base Case
The initial density distribution in the domain is shown in Fig. 5.2 for the centerline
plane and the vertical plane (as defined in Fig. 1.1a). The green region to the left
corresponds to the shock wave and post-shock conditions, while the ambient, preshock conditions are seen in blue. Pressure is uniformly distribured within each of
the two regions. The inclined gas column is seen to the right of the shock in the
ambient region. The gas column is inclined at an angle of ↵1 = 30 relative to the
shock, similar to the experimental setup in Olmstead et al. (2017b).

Figure 5.2: Initial conditions of total density in the centerline plane (top) and vertical
plane (bottom) used for simulations of a shock interacting with a column of dense
gas initially inclined at ↵1 = 30

As the simulation progresses, the shock travels to the right through the heavy-gas
cylinder. Figure 5.3 depicts the interaction of the shock with the cylinder at various
times. The dimensionless time is defined as ⌧ = kAu2 (t t0 ) (Olmstead et al., 2017b).
Here k = 2⇡/

1

is the wave number based on the cylinder diameter in experiments
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1,

A = (⇢sf 6

⇢air )/(⇢sf 6 +⇢air ) is the Atwood number, u2 is the post-shock velocity,

and t0 is defined as the time when the shock interaction is halfway down the length
of the initial column and corresponds to ⌧ = 0. At this time the shock has already
changed the inclination of the upper half of the column in the plane of the simulation.
The shock has traveled through the entire column by ⌧ = 14. In addition to the angle
change, the gas column starts to move upward along its axis.
At later time, ⌧ = 43, perturbations appears near the top of the column. These
wavelike perturbations are similar to the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves seen in 2D simulations (Romero et al., 2021a). These perturbations progress down to the foot of the
column. As the simulation progresses through ⌧ = 89, the wave peaks begin to turn
over before the flow undergoes transition (⌧ = 129).

Figure 5.3: Density plots of the centerline and vertical planes at various dimensionless
times ⌧ for a Mach 2.0 shock interacting with an inclined circular column of heavy
gas at an initial angle of ↵1 = 30 to the plane of the shock.

The formation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves diﬀers from that of the 2D case
presented in chapter 4. The Kelvin-Helmholtz waves are much smaller in length in
the 3D case and they form near the top of the column. In the 2D case, the waves
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appear first near the column midpoint and at later times (Fig. 5.4). The 3D case
also contains flow features downstream of the column. These features are caused by
the counter-rotating vortex pair moving material into the vertical plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Comparison of the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves in the vertical plane of a) the
3D heavy gas column at ⌧ = 38 and b) a quasi-2D heavy gas curtain from chapter
4. at ⌧ = 86

Mach Number and Angle Variations
Results of variations to Mach number and initial column angle are presented in Fig.
5.5. The wavelengths of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurring near the top of
the column were identified by measuring the distance between wave peaks. For each
case, between five and ten wavelengths were collected. Error bars in the plots below
represent one standard deviation in the measured wavelengths. Wavelengths were
measured at the latest time before additional secondary perturbations appeared on
the column surface. Figure 5.5a shows the relationship between wavelength and Mach
number. Just as in the 2D case, wavelength decreases with Mach number. Figure
5.2b depicts the relationship between column angle and wavelength. However, in the
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2D case, no relationship was found between initial column angle and the resulting
wavelength. In 3D geometry, the wavelength can be seen to decrease with initial
column angle, in agreement with experimental data (Fig. 5.5b).
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Figure 5.5: Shock-driven Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelengths as a function of a) Mach
number M1 and b) initial column angle ↵1 . Error bars represent a 90% confidence
interval over all measured waves.

The streamwise extent of the gas column in the centerline plane was also tracked
in time. Figure 5.6 depicts the width of the column over the duration of the simulation. Figure 5.6a shows a near linear growth rate in the streamwise extent with
higher growth rates for increasing Mach number. Figure 5.6b shows that growth
rate does not depend on initial column angle. This growth rate is largely driven by
the counter-rotating vortex pair which is established in the centerline plane. The
strength of this vortex pair is a function of Mach number only. Thus, the shockdriven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability does not have an eﬀect on the growth rate of the
counter-rotating vortex pair.
Figure 5.7 depicts the normalized wavelength using the wavelength selection
mechanism theorized in Olmstead et al. (2017b). In their model, Olmstead et al.
proposed that the Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength only depends on the initial column
diameter, for a given angle, Mach and Atwood number. Our current simulations
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Figure 5.6: Streamwise extent in the centerline plane for various a) Mach numbers
M1 and b) angles ↵1 .

support that theory. Using the normalization equation

1/2

(5.15)

/[Dc tan(↵2 )M1 A1/2 ],

from Olmstead et al. (2017b), where ↵2 is the post-shock angle of the column and
Dc is the compressed diameter, produces scaled wavelengths near unity for the each
Mach number tested in these simulations Moreover, the scaled wavelengths match
those from experiments.

5.2.6

Conclusions

We conducted simulations of the 3D interaction between a planar shock and an
inclined cylindrical column of heavy gas. Eﬀects of several parameters (Mach number, column angle) on the growth of the shock-driven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability(SDKHI) were investigated. In particular, the Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength was
found to decrease with increasing Mach number, as suggested by experimental ob-
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Figure 5.7: SDKHI wavelengths normalized with (5.15).

servations and previous 2D simulations. The eﬀects of varying column angles were
also studied. In the 2D case, changes to the initial column angle had no discernible
impact on the resulting Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength. However, in the 3D case,
wavelength was found to increase with the angle.
The growth rate of the streamwise extent of the column in the centerline plane
was found to increase with Mach number while the initial column angle had no
eﬀect. These simulations also support the wavelength-selection mechanism proposed
by Olmstead et al. (2017b).

5.3
5.3.1

Viscous Simulation
Numerical Setup

In this study, results were obtained using the 3D, two-species, compressible, viscous
transport equations in their conservation form. These equations consist of the continuity equations for each gas species, equations for each momentum component, and
the conservation equation for specific total energy. The resulting system is repre-
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sented by the following three equations:

@⇢Yi
+ r · (⇢uYi ) = 0,
@t

(5.16)

@⇢u
+ r · (⇢uu + p ) = r⌧ ,
@t

(5.17)

@⇢et
+ r · [(⇢et + p)u] = r · (⌧ · u
@t

q).

(5.18)

Here, ⇢ is the density of the mixture, Yi is the mass fraction of species i where Yi
is Ya for air and Ys for SF6 , u is the 3D velocity vector, u = [ux , uy , uz ], where
x, y and z are the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively, p is
static pressure, et is specific total energy, ⌧ is the viscous stress tensor, and q is the
conductive heat flux vector.
The pressure of the gas mixture is computed with Dalton’s mixing law (Dalton,
1802) assuming ideal gas behavior:

p = ⇢ (Ys Rs T + (1

(5.19)

Ys )Ra T ) .

The mixture temperature is obtained from the internal energy as follows:

T =

et
,
Cvmix

(5.20)

where the mixture specific heat Cvmix is computed from the species specific heats and
mass fractions as:
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Cvmix = Ys Cv,s + (1

(5.21)

Ys )Cv,a .

Expressions for the specific heats of individual species are

Cv,a =

Ra
1

a

,

Cv,s =

Rs
s

1

(5.22)

.

The gas constants for each individual species are

Ra =

R
,
Ma

Rs =

R
,
Ms

(5.23)

where R is the universal gas constant, Ma is the molecular weight of air, and Ms is
the molecular weight of SF6 .
The viscous stress tensor ⌧ is
⌧ = 2µS +

1
(r · u),
3

(5.24)

where µ is the mixture viscosity computed as µ = Ya µa + Ys µs and the strain-rate
tensor is given by

S=

⇤
1⇥
ru + (ru)T .
2

(5.25)

The code solves fully dimensional equations. The specific values of parameters
kg
kg
J
utilized in the code are, R = 8.314462 kg·mol
, Ma = 0.028966 mol
, Ms = 0.14606 mol
,

µa = 2.928 ⇥ 10

5 kg
,
m·s

µs = 1.610 ⇥ 10

5 kg
,
m·s
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: a) Domain dimensions and boundary conditions for the inclined gas
column simulations, b) illustration of the shock, the gas column, and the key crosssectional planes.

5.3.2

Domain and Discretization

Figure 5.8a depicts the computational domain used for the inclined gas column simulations. In the figure, Lx = 0.4m is the length of the domain, Ly = 0.08m is the
domain height, and Lz = 0.05m is its width.
The simulations used a uniform 10,000 ⇥ 2,000 ⇥ 1,250 Cartesian grid with dx =
dy = dz = 4.0 ⇥ 10

5

m. This resolution exceeds that of the simulations of Palekar

et al. (2007) and is similar to those used in Wong et al. (2019) and Groom and
Thornber (2019).
The time step dt = 1 ⇥ 10

8

s was chosen so that the CFL number, based on the

maximum wave speed, did not exceed 0.1. Simulations were conducted for 80, 000
time steps, which is equivalent to 0.8 ms, similar to the experiments of Olmstead
et al. (2017b).
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5.3.3

Initial Conditions

Solution of Eqs. 5.16-5.18 requires defining pre-shock and post-shock initial states.
In this study, the pre-shock state was defined as atmospheric pressure and room
temperature similar to the conditions observed in the experiments (Olmstead et al.,
2017b). The post-shock conditions in air were determined from the inviscid normal
shock relations:

v
u 2
u M1 + 2 1
M2 = t 2 a 2 a ,
M1 1
a 1
1+
T2
=
T1
1+

⇢2
(
=
⇢1
( a

(5.26)

1

2

M12
,
a 1
M22
2

(5.27)

+ 1)M12
.
1)M12 + 2

(5.28)

a

a

In Eqs. 5.26-5.28, ambient, or unshocked conditions are indicated with subscript
1. Conditions behind the shock wave, also known as the post-shock conditions are
indicated with subscript 2. The Mach number specified in each simulation is the
pre-shocked, or ambient Mach number, M1 .
From these relations, the post-shock conditions ⇢2 and T2 can be determined.
The post-shock velocity is determined by the Mach number and the speed of sound:

(5.29)

u 2 = M 2 a2 ,
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a2 =

p

(5.30)

RT2 .

Finally, the post-shock total specific energy is related to the internal energy and
the kinetic energy by the temperature and the velocity as:

et2 = ei2 + eKE2 ,

(5.31)

ei2 = ⇢2 Cv T2 ,

(5.32)

1
eKE2 = ⇢2 u22 .
2

(5.33)

The gas column is positioned ahead of the shock at the angle ↵1 to the shock.
The distribution of SF6 gas concentration, ms = ⇢s /⇢, across the diameter of the
gas column is described by a Gaussian-based distribution with the same parameters
as the 2D simulations (see 5.2.1).

5.3.4

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions for Eqs. 5.16-5.18 include inflow/outflow boundaries (BCIO )
at x = 0, x = Lx , z = 0, z = Lz and the reflective wall conditions (BCW ) at y = 0
and y = Ly as seen in Fig. 5.8a.
BCIO conditions are defined as:
@x ⇢(x, t) = 0,

@x ⇢u(x, t) = 0,

@x ⇢v(x, t) = 0,
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where @x =

@
@x

and @y =

@
.
@y

BCW conditions are defined as follows:
@y ⇢(x, t) = 0,

5.3.5

@y ⇢u(x, t) = 0,

⇢v(x, t) = 0,

@y ⇢et (x, t) = 0.

Results

The initial density distribution in the domain is shown in Fig. 5.9 for the centerline
plane and vertical plane (as defined in Fig. (a). The green region to the left corresponds to the shock wave and post-shock conditions, while the ambient, pre-shock
conditions are seen in blue. Pressure is uniformly distributed within each of the two
regions. The inclined gas column is seen to the right of the shock in the ambient
region. The gas column is inclined at an angle of ↵1 = 30 relative to the shock,
similar to the experimental setup in Olmstead et al. (2017b).

Figure 5.9: Initial conditions of the density in the centerline plane (top) and in
the vertical plane (bottom) used for simulations of a shock interacting with the gas
column initially inclined at ↵1 = 30

The simulation progresses in the same manner as in the inviscid, low-resolution
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simulations described in section 5.2.5. Figure 5.10 shows the flow development over
time for the ↵1 = 30 case.

Figure 5.10: Density plots of the centerline and vertical planes at various dimensionless times ⌧ for a Mach 2.0 shock interacting with an inclined circular column of
heavy gas at an initial angle of ↵1 = 30 to the plane of the shock.

In order to perform a statistical analysis of this flow, a homogeneous sample set
is required. There is no flow periodicity in this case. However, the center portion of
the column can be assumed to be homogeneous in the direction of the column tilt.
For the analysis below, the flowfield was cropped vertically to retain the center third
of the column. Horizontally, the domain was cropped to include the area where SF6
mass fraction exceeds 0.1%. Figure 5.11 shows the cropped flowfield in the vertical
plane for the 30 column at ⌧ = 48.4.
The Favre averaging (Favre, 1976) is used when extracting statistics. In this
flow representation, the velocity field is decomposed into the mean and fluctuating
components: ui = ũi + u00i , where ũi =

h⇢ui i
h⇢i

is the Favre-averaged mean velocity, and

u00i is the Favre-averaged velocity fluctuation. The spatial average of a variable
defined by:
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h i=

1 X
N i

(5.34)

i,

where N is the number of computational cells in the direction of the column tilt, and
i

is the ith value the variable . For these simulations, N = 650.
Profiles are normalized in the streamwise direction as:

x⇤ =

x

x0
w

(5.35)

,

where x0 is the location of the leading edge of the column and w is the width of the
column defined in section 4.3.2. The statistics below are sampled from the vertical
plane as shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 5.11: Vertical plane slice of the cropped density field for a 30 column at
⌧ =48.4.
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Mean Profiles
Profiles of the mean mass fraction, hYs i, and of the mean velocity components,
ũi , were computed at diﬀerent times in the streamwise direction and are shown

in Fig. 5.12. In the figure, the mean velocity components are normalized by the
post-shock velocity upost , defined in section 5.3.3.
Figure 5.12a shows that there is a concentration of SF6 on the leading edge of
the column at early times, which very quickly dissipates as time progresses.
Initially, the streamwise velocity, u1 , has a lower value in the interior of the
column as seen in fig 5.12b. With time, this minimum reduces and shifts towards
the leading edge of the column.
The vertical component of velocity, u2 , behaves in a similar way, with the initial
minimum magnitude near the center of the column being reduced and shifted toward
the column leading edge. At all x-locations within the column, the values of this
velocity component tends to zero with time.
The third velocity component, u3 , shown in Fig. 5.12d, is close to zero at all
locations within the column and at all times. This is due to the column crosssectional symmetry being preserved with time.
R.M.S. velocity fluctuations and Reynolds shear stresses,

p

Rii
upost

are presented in

Fig. 5.13 where the Favre averaged Reynolds stresses are:
⌦

↵
⇢u00i u00j
R̃ij =
.
h⇢i

(5.36)

These figures show that initially, the intensity of all fluctuating velocities and
of the shear stresses have the maximum near the center of the column. Over time
the peak values of all Reynolds stresses move toward the leading edge of the column
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(x⇤ = 0). These values at the latest time exceed values at the beginning of the flow
development. The trailing edge of the column does not experience significant velocity
fluctuations at any time.
1.0

hYsi

u˜1/upost

0.2
0.1

0.5

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.5
x⇤

1.0

0.0

(a)
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1.0

(b)

1.0
u˜3/upost

1.0
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0.5
x⇤
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0.0

0.5

0.0
0.0

0.5
x⇤

1.0

0.0

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.12: Mean mass fraction and mean velocity profiles for a column with an
initial tilt of ↵1 = 30 at diﬀerent times. ⌧ :
12.4,
30.4,
48.4,
66.5.

Anisotropy
In this subsection, the flow anisotropy is studied. For this purpose, the anisotropy
tensor is defined as
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Figure 5.13: R.M.S. velocity and Reynolds shear stress components for a column
with an initial tilt of ↵1 = 30 at diﬀerent times, ⌧ , as indicated in fig. 5.12.
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bij =

where

ij

R̃ij
R̃kk

1
3

(5.37)

ij ,

is the Kronecker delta and R̃ij is the Favre-averaged Reynolds stress tensor

defined above.
The diagonal components of the anisotropy tensor give an estimate of the contribution of each fluctuating velocity component to turbulent kinetic energy. These
values range from -1/3, corresponding to zero energy from that component to 2/3
corresponding to all energy coming from that component. If all three diagonal components of the anisotropy tensor bij are zero, then the flow is isotropic.
Figure 5.14 shows diagonal components of the anisotropy tensor for diﬀerent initial column angles around the same time near the end of the simulation. Turbulent
energy is distributed non-uniformily through the column at each angle. For the
smaller angles ( 10 ), the flow is anisotropic throughout, dominated by the streamwise component of velocity near the leading and trailing edges of the column, and
by the spanwise component in the column interior.
For the 30 column, the energy distribution in the streamwise direction does
not change much. However, the vertical component provides most of the turbulent
kinetic energy near the column leading edge. The flow becomes more isotropic in the
interior of the column, with the transverse and vertical components dominating the
turbulent kinetic energy contribution.

Mixidness
The molecular mixidness ratio over time can also be compared for columns with
diﬀerent initial angles. Molecular mixidness is defined as
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Figure 5.14: Anisotropic tensor components in the vertical plane at diﬀerent times
for columns with initial angles of a) 1 , b) 5 , c) 10 and d) 30 . The components
b11 ,
b22 ,
b33 .
are:

✓=

h s (1
h s iV h(1

s )iV
s )iV

(5.38)

,

where h·iV is the volumetric mean defined below, and
The mole fraction is given by

s

=

ns
,
ns +na

where ni =

⇢Yi
Mi

s

is the mole fraction of SF6 .
is the molar count of species

‘i’ in a given grid cell with mass fraction Yi and molecular mass Mi . The volumetric
mean is defined as
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Figure 5.15: Volume mean molecular mixidness ratio of SF6 over time for diﬀerent
initial column angles.

h iV =

XXX
1
Nx Ny Nz i j k

(5.39)

ijk ,

where Nx , Ny and Nz are the numbers of grid cells in the x-, y-, and z-directions,
respectively,

ijk

is the value at the grid cell with coordinates (i, j, k).

A value of ✓ = 1 means that the flow is completely mixed over the volume, which
means that the SF6 is uniformly distributed throughout the region.
Figure 5.15 shows the molecular mixidness ratio over time for diﬀerent initial
column angles. For each angle, the column has an initial molecular mixidness of about
0.62 due to the diﬀuse interface across the column defined by the initial conditions
(see fig. 4.1). Over time the mixedness approaches a value of 1 for each initial angle
while the initial angle has very little eﬀect on the mixing rate.
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5.3.6

Conclusions

High-resolution viscous simulations were conducted of the 3D interaction between
a planar shock and an inclined cylindrical column of heavy gas. The overall flow
morphology was identical to the inviscid case presented in section 5.2. The increased
resolution however, allowed more detailed statistics to be collected. Eﬀects of initial
column angle on statistical properties of the flow were considered.
The analysis of mean velocity profiles showed that the streamwise velocity component is at maximum near the column edges at all times. The magnitude of the
vertical component initially has a maximum in the center of the column, but approaches zero everywhere over time. The spanwise component is close to zero at all
times everywhere due to the symmetry of the cross-sectional plane.
The intensity of all fluctuating velocities and of the shear stresses have initially
the maximum near the center of the column. Over time, the peak values of all
Reynolds stresses move toward the leading edge of the column. These values at the
latest time exceed values at the beginning of the flow development. The trailing edge
of the column does not experience significant velocity fluctuations at any time.
Analysis of the anisotropy tensor shows that turbulent kinetic energy is nonuniformally distributed through the column. At larger column angles, turbulence
tends towards to isotropy in the column interior in the y- nd z-directions mainly.
Analysis of the mixidness over time showed that the initial angle has very little
eﬀect on the mixing rate of the flow and that with time, the mixidness tends to a
value of 1, that is, to uniform distribution of the gas in the column.
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6.1

Introduction

In this section, the interaction of a shock wave with a curtain of solid particles is
examined in 3D simulations. Such flows are of interest for many practical applications. For example, spacecraft (Poovathingal and Chen, 2021) and hypersonic
aircraft (Mehta and Levin, 2019) travelling at supersonic speeds create a bow shock
interacting with dust particles in the atmosphere. Industrial applications and safety
measures such as thermal spray coating (Dolatabadi et al., 2004) and blast mitigation techniques (Hadjadj and Sadot, 2013) also utilize shock-particle interactions.
These interactions occur in natural phenomena as well including volcanic eruptions
(Woods et al., 1996) and astrophysical processes such as the ejection of stellar dust
from supernovae (Silvia et al., 2012).
Multi-phase compressible flows, including those that involve shock-particle interactions can be simulated using either Euler-Euler or Euler-Lagrange approaches.
With the Euler-Euler approaches, the particle phase is modelled as an additional continuous phase similar to the base gas (Ching et al., 2020; Dolatabadi et al., 2004).
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This poses diﬃculties for flows with a low-volume fraction of particles or flows with
large diameter particles. The discrete element method (DEM) (Tavarez and Plesha,
2007) is a more accurate Euler-Lagrange approach in which the particle geometry
is taken into account. With this method, the boundary layer over the particle can
be resolved and additional eﬀects can be considered including the rotational degrees
of freedom and surface roughness. However, this method is impractical for systems
with a large number of small particles. Another Euler-Lagrange method, the pointparticle method (PPM) (Herrmann, 2010), represents the particles as point masses
which are transported through the flow. This method more eﬃciently describes the
behavior of a large number of particles compared to DEM. However, PPM requires
closure models to account for the sub-grid interaction of the particle-phase with the
Eulerian fluid phase. Sub-grid coupling models can be developed from experimental
studies (Boiko et al., 1997) or from the particle-resolved simulations with a small
numbers of particles (Akiki et al., 2017; Sen et al., 2018).
Recent advances in GPU computing combined with PPM make it possible to
simulate shock-particle interactions with highly resolved base flows and with a large
number of particles (Stantchev et al., 2008; Bird et al., 2021). This is the approach
used in the current work to study 3D eﬀects of shock interaction with a finite-width
(wd = 22.7mm) curtain of particles. In this approach (hereafter, the PPM/WENO
method), a fifth-order WENO scheme (Jiang and Shu, 1996) for particle transport is
coupled with a simple momentum exchange model for two-way fluid coupling (Ching
et al., 2020).
To examine the computational eﬃciency and accuracy of this method, three
dimensional simulations have been conducted with a Mach 2.5 shock propagating
through a finite-width curtain of particles with volume fractions ↵d = 1%, 5%, 10%.
Results of simulations are then compared with experimental data from Theofanous
et al. (2016).
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Performance and scaling data are also collected for one- and two-way coupled
schemes on CPU and GPU architectures to compare execution time and speedup for
various numbers of particles.
Section 6.2 describes the problem geometry and initial conditions followed by the
code description and numerical methodology in sections 6.4 and 6.3, respectively.
Numerical results are compared against experimental data in section 6.5 and computational performance metrics are presented in section 6.6.

6.2
6.2.1

Numerical Setup
Domain

The following simulations are conducted on a domain with a square cross-section
(200mm⇥200mm) identical to the shock-tube facility used in Theofanous et al.
(2016). The length of the domain (as depicted in Fig. 6.1) is chosen to be 4m
in order to sample pressure at the same locations as the pressure transducers are
placed in Theofanous et al. (2016) (Fig. 6.2). This domain length also prevents
spurious reflections from the upstream and downstream boundaries over the duration of the simulations. The upstream and downstream boundaries are modelled as
free-flow conditions (BCIO in Fig. 6.1) using an odd extension of the flow parameters
into a set of ghost cells outside the physical domain. The remaining four boundaries
are modelled as reflective slip-wall conditions (BCW in Fig. 6.1) to represent the
shock-tube surfaces. Figure 6.1 also shows the relative locations of the initial shock
and particle curtain.
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Figure 6.1: Boundary conditions and domain dimensions.

Figure 6.2: Location of pressure sensors in experiments of Theofanous et al. (2016).

6.2.2

Spatial and Temporal Discretization

Simulations used a uniform Cartesian grid. It was observed that a packed particle
volume ratio of

> 0.3 produced numerical instabilities in the Eulerian fluid solver.

The packed particle volume ratio is defined as

= Vc /Vd , where Vc is the cell volume

and Vd is the total volume of all particles in that cell. By limiting the initial particle
volume fraction to ↵d = 10% and the cell dimensions to dx = dy = dz = 1mm the
packed particle volume ratio did not exceed this limit. The total number of grid cells
was therefore 4, 000 ⇥ 200 ⇥ 200. A timestep of dt = 1 ⇥ 10

7

was chosen such that

the CFL number based on the maximum wave speed is CF L = 0.1.

6.2.3

Initial Conditions

Initial conditions for this problem require defining the pre-shock and post-shock
states as well as the initial particle distribution throughout the curtain. Ambient,
or unshocked conditions are indicated with subscript 1 while conditions behind the
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shock wave, also known as the piston conditions or shocked conditions, are indicated
with subscript 2. The pre-shock state is defined as Helium gas at standard temperature and pressure of P1 = 1 bar and T1 = 298.15 K. The Mach number specified
in each simulation is the pre-shock, or ambient Mach number, M1 . The post-shock
conditions were determined from the inviscid normal shock relations as follows:
v
u 2
u M1 +
M2 = t 2
M12
1
1+
T2
=
T1
1+

2
1

1

(6.1)

,

1

M12
,
1
M22
2

(6.2)

2

⇢2
( + 1)M12
=
.
⇢1
(
1)M12 + 2

(6.3)

From these relations, the post-shock conditions can be determined by ⇢2 =
T2 =

T2
T.
T1 1

⇢2
⇢
⇢1 1

and

The momentum components can be computed from the velocity, ⇢u,

where velocity is determined by the Mach number and the speed of sound:

(6.4)

u 2 = M 2 a2 ,

a2 =

p

(6.5)

RT2 .

Finally, total specific energy in the post-shock region is related to internal energy
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and kinetic energy by temperature and velocity:

et = ei + eKE ,

(6.6)

ei = ⇢Cv T,

(6.7)

1
eKE = ⇢u2 .
2

(6.8)

The particles are distributed uniformly throughout the volume of the curtain.
The particle diameters are also distributed uniformly with a minimum diameter of
0.86mm and a maximum diameter of 0.96mm as in Theofanous et al. (2016). The
number of particles is computed by dividing the particle volume fraction by the
average diameter of the particles such that

nd =

Ly Lz w d ↵ d
,
4/3⇡rd3

(6.9)

where rd = Dd /2 is the particle radius. The particle count nd is rounded down to
the nearest integer.

6.3
6.3.1

Governing Equations
Fluid Phase Euler Solver

The current study employs a coupled Euler-Lagrange solver for particle laden flows.
The Euler solver comprises the 3D two-species, inviscid Euler equations in their
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conservative form with a source term to couple the momentum and energy equations
to the Lagrangian particle solver. These equations consist of the continuity equations
for each gas species, equations for each momentum component, and the conservation
equation for specific total energy. The resulting system is represented by the following
vector equation:
2

2 3
0
6 7
6
7
6
7
6
7 6 7
6 ⇢u 7
6 ⇢u2 + p 7
6 ⇢uv 7
6 ⇢uw 7 6S 7
6 7
6
7
6
7
6
7 6 17
7 @ 6
7 @ 6
7 @ 6
7 6 7
@ 6
6 ⇢v 7 +
6 ⇢vu 7 +
6 ⇢v 2 + p 7 +
6 ⇢vw 7 = 6S 7 (6.10)
6
7
6
7
6
7
6
7 6 27
@t 6 7 @x 6
7 @y 6
7 @z 6
7 6 7
6⇢w 7
6 ⇢wu 7
6 ⇢wv 7
6 ⇢w2 + p 7 6S3 7
4 5
4
5
4
5
4
5 4 5
⇢et
(⇢et + p)u
(⇢et + p)v
(⇢et + p)w
Se
⇢

3

2

⇢u

3

2

⇢v

3

2

⇢w

3

Here, ⇢ is the density, u, v, w are velocity components in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively, where x and y are stream-wise and span-wise directions, p is static
pressure and et is specific total energy. The momentum and energy source terms
are obtained from the Lagrangian particle solver and denoted as Sm and Se , where
m = 1, 2, 3. Pressure is computed assuming the ideal gas behavior:

(6.11)

p = ⇢Rh T.
Temperature is obtained from the internal energy with the expression,

T =

et
.
Cv

(6.12)

The specific heat Cv and gas constant are computed as follows:

Cv =

Rh
h

1

(6.13)

,
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Rh =

R
,
Mh

(6.14)

where R is the universal gas constant and Mh is the molecular weight of helium.

6.3.2

Particle Phase Lagrangian Solver

The Lagrangian particle solver implements a point-particle method similar to the
method described in Ching et al. (2020). Particles are modelled as smooth, solid
spheres of constant diameter D. Only translational degrees of freedom are considered
and the eﬀects from particle-particle collisions and rotation are not modelled. The
following equations define the particle position X = (x, y, z), momentum md ud and
temperature Td , where ud = (ud , vd , wd ) is the particle velocity:

dxd
= ud ,
dt

md

(6.15a)

dud
= F,
dt

m d cd

(6.15b)

dTd
= Q,
dt

(6.15c)

Particle quantities are denoted with the subscript "d " while the base flow properties
do not have subscripts.
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The particle velocity ud is computed by interpolating the base flow velocity field
to the particle position xd with a cubic interpolation scheme. The drag force on the
particle Fd and heat transfer Qd are computed with the following expressions:

1
F = ⇡Dd2 ⇢(u
8

Q = ⇡Dd (T

ud )|u

(6.16a)

ud |CD ,

(6.16b)

Td )N u,

where Dd is the particle diameter, CD is the particle drag coeﬃcient,  is the thermal
conductivity of the base fluid and N u is the Nusselt number.
The particle quantities can then be used to construct the source terms for the
base flow with the following expressions for momentum and energy:

Sm =

Nd
X

(6.17a)

Fi xd,i ,

p=1

Se =

Nd
X
i=1

(6.17b)

(Qi + ud,i · Fi ) xd,i .

Advective terms in the base flow equations are approximated with the simplified 5th-order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO5) finite diﬀerence scheme
(Ramani et al., 2019a,b; Jiang and Shu, 1996). The pressure gradient term is approximated using a fourth-order central diﬀerence (Ramani et al., 2019a,b). The Eulerian
and Lagrangian regimes are solved simultaneously with a low-storage, second-order,
explicit Runge-Kutta integrator (Williamson, 1980).
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6.4

Code Description

The FIESTA Particle Extension (FIESTApx) is a modular extension to FIESTA
developed at Los Alamos National Laboratories which provides Lagrangian particle
transport and fluid-particle coupling functionality within the FIESTA framework.
FIESTApx uses a second-order interpolation scheme to map the Eulerian velocity
field to the Lagrangian particles. The Henderson drag model (Henderson, 1976)
is then used to compute particle drag coeﬃcients. The particle equations of motion
6.15 are solved with a second-order Runge-Kutta solver along with the fluid equations
6.10.

6.5

Validation Results

Figure 6.3 compares the upstream and downstream fronts of the particle curtain to
the experimental data from Theofanous et al. (2016). In their experiments, particle
curtain volume fractions of 40% were measured. This particle volume fraction could
not be achieved in the current simulations because it was observed that a packed
particle volume ratio of

> 0.3 produced numerical instabilities in the Eulerian fluid

solver. For this reason, the maximum packed particle volume ratio

is restricted in

our simulations by limiting the initial particle volume fraction to ↵d = 10%.
Regardless these diﬀerences in the experiments and the simulations, the curtain
fronts obtained in the simulations closely match those in the experiments as demonstrated in Fig. 6.3.
Figure 6.4 shows the pressure traces for each volume fraction over the simulation
duration. Pressure traces are labeled as P1, P2 and P3 and their locations are
depicted in fig. 6.2. Pressure trace P1 is the upstream pressure trace and shows the
pressure history of the initial and reflected shocks. Pressure traces P2 and P3 are
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Figure 6.3: Upstream and downstream edges of the particle curtain over time compared to experiments (Theofanous et al., 2016).

located downstream of the curtain and show pressure traces of the transmitted shock.
The ↵d = 1% volume fraction pressure trace (Fig. 6.4a) shows a weak reflected shock,
while volume fractions of 5% and 10% (Figs. 6.4b and 6.4c) more closely reproduce
the pressure ratios observed in experiments.
The reflected shock strength can be measured by taking the maximum value of
the pressure trace recorded at P1 in fig. 6.4. The strength of the reflected shock
obtained in this way closely match those observed in the experiments despite the
lower volume fractions used in the simulations. Table 6.1 shows the reflected shock
pressure ratio achieved for each of the volume fractions considered in this study
compared to the pressure ratio observed in experiments. The pressure ratio P/P1 is
the ratio of the pressure behind the reflected shock and the pre-shock pressure.
1%
12.3

5%
15.1

10%
17.3

40% (Experiment)
18.1

Table 6.1: Comparison of the reflected shock pressure ratio at diﬀerent volume fractions obtained from simulations and experiments (Theofanous et al., 2016).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.4: Pressure traces at volume fractions of a) ↵d = 1% b) ↵d = 5% c)
↵d = 10%.

6.6

Computational Performance

Additional simulations were conducted for a variety of particle counts to compare
the scaling and performance on both CPU and GPU architectures. To allow for
the larger number of particles while maintaining volume fractions less than 10%,
simulations were run with a larger curtain width of wd = 0.5m and smaller particle
diameters of Dd = 10µm. Simulations were run with particle counts ranging from
1 ⇥ 103 to 5 ⇥ 107 .
All simulations were run on the Chicoma cluster at Los Alamos National Labs.
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Simulations were executed on a single node consisting of 128 CPU cores and four
GPUs. The Kokkos framework allows the code to be executed unaltered on either
the CPU cores or the GPU. For the simulations that targeted the CPU it was found
that the particle simulations had the best performance when 64 CPU cores were
used instead of the available 128 due to memory bandwidth limitations on the CPU.
Therefore, all CPU results reported below were run using 64 cores. The GPU simulations were run on only one of the four GPUs available on the node because the current
PPM/WENO implementation in FIESTApx does not support multiple GPUs.
Figure 6.5 depicts the ratio of computational time on the GPU versus CPU
architectures defined as the GPU speedup: S = tCP U /tGP U , where tCP U and tGP U
are the execution times for a particular total particle count. The figure shows that
computations on the GPU architecture is 23 times faster than those on the CPU one
for systems with 1,000 particles. For larger numbers of particles, up to 5 ⇥ 107 , the
simulations are still faster on the GPU architectures with a speedup of 5⇥.

Figure 6.5: The GPU speedups for various particle counts.

The absolute execution time on each architecture is shown in figure 6.6. In each
case it can be seen that the execution time increases linearly as a function of the
particle count. The rate of increase in the execution time is smaller for the GPU
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architecture to compare with that of the CPU one.

Figure 6.6: Execution time for CPU and GPU simulations vs. number of particles.

6.7

Conclusions

This chapter presents results of 3D simulations of the interaction between a planar
shock and a finite-width curtain of solid particles. Results confirm the solver capability to reproduce realistic flow features observed in experiments (Theofanous et al.,
2016) such as the growth of a shock accelerated particle curtain and the reflected
shock strength. This is in spite of simulations being conducted with a lower initial
volume fraction of particles than reported in the experiments.
Computational performance of the code on the GPU and CPU architectures was
also compared. The code performance on the GPU architecture was found to be up
to 23 times faster than on the CPU one for small numbers of particles and 5 times
faster for large numbers of particles. The execution time scales linearly with particle
count on both CPU and GPU architectures.
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A portable, GPU capable, compressible flow solver, FIESTA, was developed. Sample problems were conducted to demonstrate the capability of FIESTA to simulate
diﬀerent types of flows. FIESTA performance was demonstrated on various GPU
devices, achieving speedups up to 77⇥. Computational performance the particle extension on GPU and CPU architectures was also compared. Simulations performed
on GPU architecture demonstrated a 23⇥ speedup for low volume fractions and a
5⇥ speedup for the highest volume fractions tested. Execution time scaled linearly
with particle count on both CPU and GPU architectures.
2D and 3D simulations were performed with FIESTA to compliment the experimental studies conducted by Olmstead et al. (2017b). Numerical results were
successfully validated PLIF data from the experiments. Simulation results were also
able to provide flow quantities not accessible in the experiments, namely velocity,
vorticity and pressure fields. Vorticity fields for example, showed that the passage
of a shock through an inclined gas curtain deposits oppositely signed vorticity on
both sides of the gas curtain which leads to development of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability (KHI) similar to that observed in the experiments.
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There are notable diﬀerences between 2D and 3D simulations. In particular,
changes to initial column angle did not have an eﬀect on the SDKHI wavelength
in 2D simulations but increasing initial angle increased SDKHI wavelength in 3D
simulations. 3D simulations also more accurately reproduced column growth rates
and post-shock angles when compared to the experiments. Additionally, flow features were prominent in 2D simulations which were not reported in experiments.
Specifically, the gas curtain was seen spreading along the top boundary and an instability was observed near the column foot. Both these phenomena were observed
in 3D simulations, but to a significantly lesser extent. This implies that 3D eﬀects,
in this case the counter-rotating vortex pair, are important for the development of
such flows and must be accounted for in order to accurately reproduce experimental
data.
However, 3D simulations are more computationally expensive than 2D simulations. The use of FIESTA on GPU architectures increases the accessibility of 3D
simulations. The largest 3D simulations performed in this work used grids with over
100 billion computational cells and were performed in less than 10 hours on 256
GPUs.
FIESTA was also validated for shock-particle curtain interactions and accurately
reproduced particle curtain growth rates and reflected shock strength when compared
with experiments. The addition of Lagrangian transport capabilities represents an
additional computational cost for the code. The ability to utilize GPU architectures
resulted in improved computational times for particle laden flows as well.
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